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Literary Terms: English, R. Clemente name: _____ 9th Grade Literature, Unit Two Match the terms listed in
section A with the definitions listed in section B by writing the number from section B on the line provided next
to the number of the term in section A. A. Literary Terms, Unit Two. . .
Literary Terms Quiz: English, R
7._____ is the feeling created in the reader by the literary work. 8.The _____ is the central message of a
literary work.It is a generalization about human beings or about life. 9.A/an _____ is a reference to a
well-known person,place,event,literary work, or work of art.
Literary Terms Diagnostic - Scholastic
Choose three literary/short story terms and explain what each term means. Discuss an example of each of
the terms chosen. Explain to the third graders why understanding these literary/short story terms are
important in the seventh grade.
Literary Terms Test - barren.k12.ky.us
the following literary elements? A. Personification B. Simile C. Irony D. Mood _____7. The third paragraph,
â€œWith a heavy sigh like wind through a catacomb,â€• is an example of which of the following: A.
Personification B. Word Choice C. Simile D. Metaphor Short Answer: Write the appropriate answer in the
blank provided. (2 points) 8.
Short Answer: Please write the appropriate word on the
6 Introduction to Reading Strategies and Literary Elements â€¢ Grade 9 Additional Concepts and Terms to
Review The focus lessons cover all the literary terms listed in the state curriculum. However, there may be
some terms or concepts that are not included in the lessons but appear on the test. You should review the
following terms with your ...
READING STRATEGIES AND LITERARY ELEMENTS
A piece of literature contains a speaker who is speaking either in the first person, telling things fromhhis or
her own perspective, or in third person, telling things fromt he perspective of an onlooker.
Literary Terms Multiple Choice Test - ProProfs Quiz
Poetry Elements Pre-Test Match the literary terms below with their definitions. 1. Personification _____ A. a
comparison between non-human and human 2. Alliteration _____ B. a comparison between two things that
does not use the words â€œlikeâ€• or â€œasâ€• 3. Metaphor _____ C. a comparison between things using
Poetry Elements Pre-Test - Parkway Schools
Rhyme : The similarity or likeness of sound existing between two words. Example: â€œsatâ€• and
â€œcatâ€• are perfect rhymes because the vowel and final consonant sounds are exactly the same.
Literary Terms: Poetry Terms
LIterary Terms Quiz. A quiz of 40 useful literary terms for literature students.
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